In this paper we present a new, efficient, outputsensitive method for computing the visibility map of a set of axis-parallel polyhedra (i.e., polyhedra with their faces and edges parallel to the coordinate axes) as seen from a given viewpoint. For non-intersecting polyhedra with n edges in total, the algorithm runs in time O( (n + k) log n), where k is the complexity of the visibility map. The method can handle cyclic overlap of the polyhedra and perspective views without any problem. For c-oriented polyhedra (with faces and edges in c orientations, for some constant c) the method can be extended to run in the same time bound.
Mark H. Overmars
view of a scene consists of a subdivision of the viewing plane into maximal connected regions in each of which (some portion of) a single object can be seen, or no object is seen. Object-space algorithms compute such a subdivision as a collection of polygonal faces. The obtained subdivision is called the visibility map of the given collection of objects.
Early object-space methods compute this visibility map by projecting all the edges of the given objects onto the viewing plane and computing all their intersections. Crude implementations of this approach run in time O ( n 2 ) [4, lo] . More careful implementations run in time O( (n + I ) log n), where I denotes the number of intersections between the projected edges [6] . See also [9, 12, 191 . The problem with these methods is that they are insensitive to the output size of the problem. That is, if the visibility map has k edges, we would prefer an algorithm whose running time depends on k so that when k is small the algorithm becomes more efficient. In all the abovementioned techniques it is possible that k is very small (even a constant) while I is quadratic in n. Mulmuley [ 1 11 gives a "quasi-output-sensitive" hidden surface removal method; its running time is a sum of weights associated with all intersections of the projected object edges, where the weight of an intersection decreases as the number of objects hiding it from pview increases. Still, also this method might require quadratic time to produce a trivial output.
General output-sensitive solutions for the hidden surface removal problem are unavailable to date. All prior existing solutions assume that a depth order of the objects exists (i.e., there is no cyclic overlap among the objects) and, moreover, that this order is known. The most general output-sensitive solutions have been proposed by Overmars and Sharir [ 131 (see also [14, 201) . They show how to compute the vis-ibility map of a set of n horizontal triangles viewed f " a point at x = 00 in time O(nfi1ogn) where IC is the complexity of the output visibility map. ( [18] describe an efficient output-sensitive algorithm for hidden surface removal in a polyhedral terrain. Another special case that has received considerable attention is hidden surface removal in a set of of horizontal axis-parallel rectangles (also called the window renderingproblem).
See [6, 9, 15] for several solutions. The best result obtained so far is due to Bem [ l ] and Goodrich, OvermarsandAtallah [7] andrunsintimeO((n+b)logn). Recently Preparata, Vitter and Yvinec [ 161 have generalized this to computing the perspective view of a set of axis-parallel blocks in space from an arbitrary viewpoint pview in time O( (n + IC) log n log log n). Their method again assumes that a depth order on the set of faces of the blocks exists and is known. The restriction of the availability of a depth order is a severe one. Even in a simple set of axis-parallel blocks cyclic overlap can occur at many places. See Figure 1 for an example. Moreover, when no cyclic overlap occurs it is in general still difficult to obtain a valid depth order. In this paper we present a first output-sensitive hidden surface removal algorithm that can deal with cyclic overlap. The method extends and improves the results of [ l , 7, 161 and computes the visibility map of a set of axis-parallel polyhedra in time 0 (( n + IC) log n) where n is the number of edges of the polyhedra and k is the size of the visibility map.
Here an axis-parallel polyhedron is a polyhedron with its edges and faces parallel to the coordinate axes. The polyhedra are allowed to have holes. Hence, the method easily solves cases like the one depicted in Figure 1 and even situations as depicted in Figure 2 . Both parallel and perspective views can be computed. The method is not very complicated and, hence, potentially practical. The basic idea is to first compute the visible vertices and next trace the visibility map by shooting queries. This approach has been used before in [14] . Two data structures are needed in this method, one for answering visibility queries for points and the second for performing 2.5-dimensional shooting queries.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe the global strategy of the method that transforms the hidden surface removal problem to two type of queries: visibility queries and shooting queries. We also state the main result of this paper. In sections 3 and 4 we describe the data structures for these two query problems. In section 5 we extend the results further to c-oriented polyhedra (a set of polyhedra is c-oriented if the number of different orientations of the faces is c, for some constant c) and show that the problem can be solved in the same time bound. In section 6 we adapt the method to perspective views. In section 7 it is briefly indicated how intersecting polyhedra can be handled at the expense of a small increase in the time bound. This will be worked out in more detail in the full version of the paper. Finally, in section 8 we make some concluding remarks and give directions for further research.
Outline of the method
In the sequel of this paper, let S be a set of nonintersecting polyhedra in 3-space. (In section 7 it is shown how intersecting polyhedra can be handled.) puieu, will be the viewpoint and P the projection plane.
We will first treat parallel projections only. Hence, the viewpoint puiew lies at infinity. In section 6 we show how to extend our method to perspective projections. With M ( S) we denote the visibility map of S (as Seen from pview). M ( S ) forms a polygonal decomposition of P in maximal regions where a single face (or no face at all) is visible. We will restrict ourselves to computing the edges of M ( S ) . "he polygons that are visible inside the polygonal regions can easily be maintained during the computations.
As a preliminary step in our algorithm we remove all backfaces of the polyhedra. (A backface of a polyhedron is a face that lies 'on the back side' of the polyhedron, i.e., whose face normal points away from pviewr and therefore can never be visible.) This reduces the amount of work in the rest of the algorithm. Removing these backfaces can easily be done in linear time by checking the normals of the faces. Let F denote the remaining set of polygonal faces. Let E be the set of all edges of faces in F and V be the set of all vertices of these faces. (Multiple edges and vertices are counted only once.) We consider the faces and the edges as being open, i.e., the boundary of a face and the endpoints of an edge are not included in the face and edge. We assume that for each edge we know its endpoints and the incident faces and for each vertex the incident edges (at most three because the polyhedra are axis-parallel) and the incident faces. To compute the visibility map M ( S ) we can restrict our attention to F, E and V. The edges of M ( S ) are parts of the projection of edges in E and the vertices are either projections of visible vertices in V (not hidden by any face in F) or visible intersections between the projected edges in E. For a face f , edge e or vertex v we denote the projection onto P by f, i ? and v, respectively. Similarly F, E and v are the sets of projected faces, edges and vertices. We assume that the scene is non-degenerated in the sense that no two vertices in V project onto the same point of and no vertex in V projects onto the interior of any edge in E. The methods can be adapted to degenerate cases ---but we leave the details to the reader.
In a first phase of the algorithm we compute those vertices in V that are visible; the projections onto P of these vertices are vertices of M ( S ) . In the second phase the connected components of M ( S) are computed by 'ray shooting' along the edges of M ( S ) , starting at these visible vertices. This way the other vertices of M ( S ) , which are visible intersections between edges in E, are discovered. (This approach to compute visibility maps was also used by Overmars and Sharir in [14] . ) The correctness of this approach rests on the observation that each connected component of M ( S ) contains the projection of at least one visible vertex in V. Take, e.g., the leftmost vertex of the component. It is easily seen that this must be the projection of a visible vertex in V (assuming polyhedra do not intersect). We will now give a more detailed description of the two phases of the algorithm.
In the fimt phase we have to determine which of the vertices in V are visible. We will solve this problem by building a data structure on the set F that can answer the following visibility query:
Given a visible query point q, report the face in F that lies immediately below q in the viewing direction (or report that no face lies below q).
The face immediately below q in the viewing direction is the face that one sees when standing at q and looking in the viewing direction. More precisely, consider the ray starting at the viewpoint and passing through q.
Then the face immediately below q is the first face hit by this ray after passing through q. In the second phase we have to compute the rest of M ( S). This is done as follows. Let v be some known vertex of M ( S ) (after phase 1 we know the vertices that correspond to visible vertices in V and during phase 2 we detect new vertices). Let 6, E and pos-'sibly be the edges of M ( S) that end at V. We will take care that we always know the initial portions of these edges. (For a visible vertex V reported in phase 1, these are simply the initial portions of the edges in E that end in a.) For each such edge i ? we want to determine the other endpoint m in M ( S) (if this other endpoint is not already known). The process is repeated with m and the edges ending there, etc. Thus, starting at some visible vertex 8, the whole connected component of M ( S ) containing 5 is computed. Because each connected component of M ( S ) contains at least one visible vertex, the entire visibility map is computed this way. (To avoid computing edges more than once, we only repeat the process with those edges incident on liI whose initial portion lies to the right of U. Furthermore, if E has another incident edge to its left we will only continue if the edge from which we amved lies closer to the viewing point. It can be shown that this way every edge of M ( S) is reported exactly once.)
To compute m we proceed in the following way: Let p be the ray starting at 8 along (i.e. in the direction of) E. Clearly l i~ is the intersection of p with some edge in F or m is the projection of an endpoint of the edge e in E whose projection contains i ? . More precisely, liI is the first such point that is visible. Define v to be the point on e whose projection is 8. Furthermore, let p be the ray starting at v along e. Finally, let the ray p* be defined as follows: if e is incident upon two faces (recall that we already removed backfaces) then p* = p, otherwise p* is the projection of p onto the face immediately below TI. See Figure 3 . Observe that the projection of p* is also p. We say that an edge e' in E passes above p* if there is a ray from the viewing point that first (or simultaneously) intersects e' and then intersects p*. Thus, 7 has to intersect p and 'at this intersection point' e' has to be closer to the viewpoint. We now claim the following: (Here we use the fact that the polyhedra do not intersect.) Therefore B must be contained in f. We already know that f must lie above p*. Since v is visible this implies that f has to lie between v and p*, contradicting the definition of p*.
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Because the endpoints of e are readily available, we will concentrate on the computation of the first intersection of p with the projection of an edge that passes above p*. Notice that the computation of p* itself is trivial if e is incident upon two faces in F. If this is not the case, we have to find the face immediately below U, i.e., we have to perform a visibility query with v. Once we have computed p*, we need a structure that can answer the following ray shooting query:
Given a ray p*. report the first intersection of the projection of p* with the projection of an edge that passes above p*.
In the next sections we will describe data structures that can answer visibility and ray shooting queries in O(1og n) time. Both structures use O( n log n) preprocessing time and storage. The structures are described for the parallel view. In section 6 it is shown how the structures can be adapted to perspective views. As we have to perform O( n) visibility queries in phase 1 of the algorithm and O ( k ) visibility and ray shooting queries in phase 2, we obtain the following result.
Theorem 2.2 The view of a set of axis-parallel polyhedra with n edges in total can be computed in time O((n + k) log n), where k is the size of the visibility map. The algorithm uses O(n1og n) space.
Visibility queries
In this section we will present a data structure that answers a visibility query in a set of axis-parallel polyhedra efficiently. Recall that a visibility query asks for the face in F immediately below a visible query First we partition each face (which is a rectilinear polygon) into rectangles. The resulting set of rectangles is partitioned into three subsets: a subset F1 of rectangles parallel to the zy-plane, a subset F 2 of rectangles parallel to the zz-plane and a subset F3 of rectangles parallel to the yz-plane. These elementary slabs correspond to the leaves of the segment tree. Every node 6 of the segment tree point Q = (qz, qy, q z ) .
corresponds to a slab that is the union of the elementary slabs corresponding to the leaves of the subtree rooted at 6. Each rectangle R; is stored at the nodes 6 such that [zi : 41 is contained in the z-segment of the slab corresponding to 6, but not in the z-segment of the father of 6. Because a rectangle can be stored with at most two nodes in every level of the tree, each rectangle is stored at most O(1og n) times and the total storage is O(n log n). Momver, the rectangles whose z-segment contains qs are stored exactly once at a node on the search path of qs in T. Observe that the z-segment of the rectangle below q necessarily contains qs. Hence, if denotes the set of rectangles stored at a node 6, we only have to find the rectangle in s 6 below q for each node 6 on the search path of qz. Then, of the O(1og n) rectangles thus found, we have to select the one with largest z-coordinate.
How do we store s 6 so that we can find the rectangle in s 6 belowuickly? Here it becomes important that the query point q is visible. This implies that the answer in must be visible at 6. In other words, if M(S6) denotes the visibility map of (restricted to the slab corresponding to S), then a point location with (qs, qy) in M ( sa) suffices to find the answer. Recall that s 6 consists of axis-parallel rectangles that span the slab corresponding to node 6 of the segment tree. Hence, M ( Sa) is a partitioning of this slab into O( I s 6 I) strips that are parallel to the z-axis. It follows that a point location with ( qs, qy ) in M ( sa) is a binary search with qy in these strips, which takes O(1og n) time. Since we have to do this for every node 6 in the segment tree that is on the search path to qs, the total query time becomes O(log2 n). Notice that we always search with the same value qy at every node on the path. Therefore it is possible to apply a technique of Chazelle and Guibas [2], called fractional cascading, to speed up the query time to O(1og n) without increasing the preprocessing time or storage.
Next it is shown how this structure can be built in O(n log n) time. First, we construct the segment tree T itself, which takes time O(n log n ) (see [ 171) . For a node 6 in the segment tree, let is bounded by &ETIS61 = O(n1ogn). These sorted lists can be obtained in total time 0 (n log n), by presorting the y-and z-coordinates of the rectangles before they are inserted into the segment tree.
We have shown how a visibility query in the set F1 can be answered in O(1og n) time with a structure that can be built in time O ( n log n). For the other two subsets Fz and F3 similar structures are built. For a query point q, we have to perform a query in each structure and, of the three faces thus found, select the one closest to q. Hence, we obtain the following result:
Lemma 3.1 Visibility queries can be answered in time O(1og n ) with a structure using O( n log n ) space. This structure can be built in O( n log n ) time.
Shooting queries
We will now present an efficient solution to the ray shooting problem in a set of axis-parallel polyhedra. In a ray shooting query, we are given a query ray p* (in space) and we want to report the first intersection of the projection of p* with the projection of an edge in E that passes above p*. The approach we use resembles the approach used by Cole and Sharir [ 31 for ray shooting in a polyhedral terrain.
First E is partitioned into three subsets E l , E2 and E3 of edges that are parallel to the z-, y-and z-axis.
Notice that not only the number of directions of the edges is bounded, but also the number of possible directions of the query ray p*: each query ray contains an edge in E or the projection of an edge onto the face below it and therefore the number of possible directions of p* is six. Hence, we can build a ray shooting structure for each combination (direction of p*, orientation of the edges). Given a ray p*, we then have to perform a query in the three structures (in fact, two queries are enough) corresponding to the direction of p* and select the first of the three (two) answers thus found.
Consider some combination (direction of p * , orientation of the edges). Assume w. of p* with an edge that passes above p*. Therefore, This way we find a segment of the upper envelope whose z-coordinate then has to be tested against the z-coordinate of p*. If the z-coordinate of p* is greater, then p* passes above the upper envelope which means that there is no edge passing above p*. Otherwise p* passes below the upper envelope which means that there is at least one edge passing above p*. Thus the test takes 0(log n) time, to perform the binary search. Since this test has to be done 0(log n) times, the total query time is 0(log2 n). Again this can be reduced to O(1og n) by using fractional cascading.
The preprocessing time and the storage of the total structure is O(n1ogn): each edge is contained in 0(log n) subsets E6 (namely at nodes 6 on the search path to the z-coordinate of the segment) and, as before, each upper envelope can be constructed in linear time.
A structure as described above has to be built for every combination (direction of p * , orientation of the edges).
Since the number of combinations is constant, we obtain the following result.
Lemma 4.1 Ray shooting queries can be answered in time 0 (log n ) with a structure using 0 (n log n) space.
This structure can be built in O( n log n) time.
c-Oriented polyhedra
In sections 3 and 4 data structures are presented for visibility and ray shooting queries in a set of axisparallel polyhedra. In this section, the results are extended to c-oriented polyhedra. A set of polyhedra is c-oriented if the number of different orientations of the faces and edges is c, for some constant c. The notion of c-orientedness was introduced by Guting [8].
Later, Guting and Ottmann [9] studied the hidden surface removal problem for c-oriented sets of horizontal polygons. They obtain an 0 ( (n+k) log2 n ) algorithm. The algorithm that we describe below improves this to 0 (( n + IC) log n). Moreover, it solves the more general case of c-oriented polyhedra which may have cyclic overlap.
The basic method, as described in section 2, remains the same. Thus two structures are needed: one for visibility queries and one for ray shooting queries in a c-oriented set of polyhedra. Let us first consider the ray shooting structure. Recall that in the axis-parallel case we used a different structure for each combination (direction of p*, orientation of the edges). This was possible because there were only six possible directions for p* and only three different orientations of the edges. In the case of c-oriented polyhedra these numbers are greater, but they are still bounded (by c2 and c respectively). Hence, for the ray shooting we can use the same approach as in the axis-parallel case, leading to a query time of O(1og n ) and 0( n log n ) preprocessing time and space.
Next we describe a structure for visibility queries in a c-oriented set of polyhedra. First we split each face into a number of quadrilaterals. This is done by adding extra edges that are parallel to the zz-plane from every vertex to its opposite edge. Now each quadrilateral has two sides (its I@, and its right side) that are paral- sides are parallel to the y-axis. As in the rectangular case (section 3), the quadrilaterals are stored in a segment tree T according to their z-segments and to find the quadrilateral below the query point q we only have to consider the quadrilaterals stored at nodes 6 in T on the search path to qz.
Consider SJ, the set of quadrilaterals stored at node 6 (restricted to the slab corresponding to 6). Each (nondegenerate) quadrilateral can be split into a rectangular part and a triangular part by adding an edge parallel to the bottom side. The rectangular parts can be handled as before (see section 3) so it remains to handle the triangles. Note that the top sides of the triangles as well as the bottom sides are parallel and that they exactly span the slab corresponding to 6. In other words, the triangles that result from the splitting of the quadrilaterals in are translates of each other. Assume that the top side of the triangles has positive slope; thus each triangle has a unique left vertex. For a query point q, let the triangle T ( q ) be defined as follows. Reflect any translate in its left vertex and let T ( q ) be the translate of this mirrored image of the triangles that has i j as its right vertex. Now observe that i j is contained in a triangle iff the left vertex of that triangle in contained in T ( q ) (see Figure 5) . Moreover, since all the left vertices lie on a common vertical line (the left boundary of the slab corresponding to the node 6 in hte segment tree) it is even true that ij is contained in a triangle iff the left vertex of that triangle in contained in the intersection I(q,6) of T ( q ) with lb. Recall that of all triangles containing q we want the highest one. Because the triangles at 6 are parallel So we have the following subproblem. Given a number of points (the left triangle vertices) on a line ( l 6 ) , each with an associated value (the height of the vertex), and given two query points on the line (the endpoints of I(q,6)), find the point that lies between the two query points with largest associated value. Gabow, Bentley and Tarjan [5] have shown that this query can be answered in O( 1) time with a structure that uses only linear storage, provided that we already have located the neighbours of the query points in the set of points. Normally, locating the neighbours takes 0(log n ) time but because we have to this at every node 6 on a search path in our 'main' segment tree T we can use fractional cascading to do this in O( 1) time. (One word of warning: the intervals I(q, 6) are not the same at every node 6. But the endpoints of I(q,6) are uniquely determined by the endpoints of I ( q , father(6)) and, hence, fractional cascading can still be applied.) Thus the query time at each node 6 on the search path in the 'main' segment uee is constant, leading to an overall query time of O(1og n). Since the associated structures at each node 6 use 0(ISSl) space, the total structure uses 0 ( n log n ) space. Moreover, it can be built in time O ( n log n). Details are given in the full version of the paper. This leads to:
Theorem 5.1 The view of a c-oriented set of polyhedra with n edges in total can be computed in time O( ( n + k ) log n), where k is the size of the visibility map. The algorithm uses 0 ( n log n ) storage.
Perspective projections
In the preceding sections, the data structures are described for parallel projections. However, they can be adapted to perspective projections as will be shown next.
Parallel lines in space become lines that intersect in a common point (the vanishing point) when projected perspectively. Consider for example the axis-parallel case. The projections of lines parallel to the z-axis all intersect some vanishing point V, and they can be ordered by angle cp around V, . Similarly, the projections of l i e s parallel to the y-axis (z-axis) can be ordered by their angle 8 ($0 around a common vanishing point V, (Vz). Now if we write the projections of points, faces, etc. in cp-, 0-and +-coordinates, then the solutions of the preceding sections can be applied. In the same way c-oriented faces can be treated. See the fill paper for details. 
Intersecting polyhedra
In this section we sketch how the method can be extended to intersecting polyhedra. More details on this can be found in the full paper.
It is still true that each connected component of the visibility map contains the projection of a visible vertex (although it is not as trivial to prove as in the nonintersecting case). Therefore the same basic method can be applied. However, the vertices of the visibility map are no longer either visible vertices of the polyhedra or visible intersections between edges of the polyhedra. They can also be visible intersections between an edge and a face, a so-called 'penetration point' (01 in Figure 6 ), or a visible intersection between the projection of an edge and the projection of the intersection of two faces (02 in Figure 6 ). Hence, we need to be able to detect these new types of vertices during the ray shooting phase. Observe that if we are shooting along the intersection two of the faces that are involved, then the vertex can be found as usual. However, if we are shooting along the the edge of a polyhedron (the rays p1 and p2 in Figure 6 ) a new structure is needed. This structure should report the first face hit by a query ray. (In Figure 6 , e.g., VI is the intersection of p1 with fi and w2 is the in- 
Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a first output-sensitive hidden surface algorithm that can deal with cyclic overlap among the objects. Our method works for axis-parallel polyhedra or, in general, for any set of polyhedra whose faces have a constant number of different orientations, and it takes time O ( ( n t k) log n). This extends and improves the results in [l, 7, 9, 15, la]. The method can be extended to intersecting polyhedra with only a small increase in time.
The most challenging open problem is to give outputsensitive algorithms that can handle cyclic overlap for general scenes, where the number of different orientations of the faces is not bounded. One possible approach is to develop stnictures that efficiently answer visibility and ray shooting queries in general scenes and then use the basic algorithm described in this paper. Another interesting problem is to determine efficiently if there is cyclic overlap in a scene and, if not, to compute a depth ordering on the faces so that the algorithms of Overmars and Sharir [13] can be applied.
